WE ARE "IN IT" AT LAST

Buy your Farming Implements where you can buy them cheapest, even if you have to patent your home merchants to do it.

Allow us to call your attention to the Finest

COMBINATION FARMING IMPLEMENT

"The New Combination Wheel Spring Harrow"

Cultivator and Seeder Combined.

Three Machines in One,
And it is far superior to all other makes for the following reasons:

1ST—BECAUSE it’s so much lighter.

2ND—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

3RD—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

4TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

5TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

6TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

7TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

8TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

9TH—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

10—BECAUSE it has such perfect under-draft.

Pymoor Eggs for Sale.

The above cut shows the machines as a cultivator for corn, tobacco and other crops growing in rows. The features given in the cut serve to protect the projecting leaves of the corn, tobacco, or whatever it may be, from injury. The fences can be as long as required to protect the rows which may extend to any length. The fence may be raised or lowered as desired. The fence may be raised or lowered as desired. The fence may be raised or lowered as desired. The fence may be raised or lowered as desired. The fence may be raised or lowered as desired.

A lot of seeds,
A lot of seeds, including
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Fine Artificial Teeth
Rubber or Coloured Plates.
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